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TasWeekend: Tassie wines are simply sparkling

GOING back just 40 years, wine enthusiasts would have been hard-pressed to find Tasmanian sparkling on local
restaurant wine menus. Despite a promising start in 1827 when Matthew Broughton produced the state's first
imitation champagne wine at his New Town vineyard, the history of sparkling in Tasmania was at a standstill for
more than a century.Many believed the state was too cold to provide fruit suitable for sparkling wine until the work of
early pioneers Andrew Pirie and Graham Wiltshire proved them wrong. They are now among those credited with
having helped place Tasmania not just at the pinnacle of Australian sparkling wines, but potentially as second only to
Champagne, France.Founder of Pipers Brook Vineyard, Pirie Sparkling and now Apogee, and Member of the Order
of Australia for services to the Tasmanian wine industry, Pirie moved to Tasmania to co-found Ninth Island with his
brother in 1974."That was at a time Tasmania was considered too cold for grape growing – I came here because I
predicted the industry boom was going to happen," he says.And boom it did. Last year, award-winning wine writer,
television presenter and international speaker Tyson Stelzer declared our island state was "arguably the greatest
region for sparkling wine anywhere in the world outside of Champagne itself".The Hobart-born critic said the
boutique, premium nature of Tasmanian sparklings meant the quality was hard to beat. He says investment from
large interstate wine companies has contributed to the growth and greater exposure of Tasmania's top
tipples."We've seen, in the last five years, significant investment from great companies such as Brown Brothers
purchasing Tamar Ridge and Pirie Sparkling wines, and we've seen Shaw and Smith buy Tolpuddle Vineyard, and
there's been significant investment by Accolade through Hardys with Arras and Bay of Fires, championing the very
top end of what Tasmanian sparkling can do," he says."We're seeing an injection of energy, expertise and funding
from well-established, well-credentialed mainland companies in Tasmania."The influx of interstate wine giants has
not come without controversy, however, with most taking Tasmanian-grown grapes, but producing the wine outside
of the state.Stelzer says economies of scale make such situations inevitable."My approach is, provided the fruit is
from Tasmania, absolutely [to] call it Tasmanian wine and celebrate it for what it is," he says.The increased
investment has resulted in a record year for sparkling wine production.Wine Tasmania chief executive officer
Sheralee Davies says about 4.6 million bottles of sparkling wine have been produced this year (35 per cent of all
Tasmanian wine production), up from 2.7 million in 2015, at an approximate value of $12.8 million.In an effort to
further capitalise on the growth and success, Co-ordinator-General John Perry and the Department of Primary
Industries, Parks, Water and Environment have been working with Pirie behind the scenes on a development
strategy for the industry."I've been advising them on locating future vineyards using some of Tasmania's climate
specialists," Pirie says."Tassie has some strong spatial information guys who are helping me do the mapping.
We've looked at the whole of Tasmania and we're going to publish maps that show all the future sites. The idea is
potential investors will get very strong guidance rather than a hit-and-miss approach."Being blessed with a cool
climate has always been Tasmania's natural advantage for grape growing.Ed Carr, the chief winemaker for
premium Tasmanian sparkling wine label House of Arras, is one of the country's most-decorated sparkling
winemakers and is coming off a huge awards season.Last year, Arras' 2004 grand vintage claimed the Australian
White Sparkling Trophy at London's International Wine Challenge, and Carr's wines have been taking out top gongs
not previously awarded to sparkling wines. Splitting his time between Adelaide and Tasmania, Carr says all the
successes ultimately come down to the "perfect climate"."The fruit develops very slowly, which allows the flavours to
develop, and the natural cool climate means they have a high acidity which suits sparkling wine," he says. "The
wines you can make have a lot of elegance and finesse, which suits what we're trying to do with them."However, the
unpredictable side of Mother Nature provides challenges and puts constraints on growth."It's expensive to produce
wine on an island because it costs so much to ship equipment," Stelzer says."That has challenges for the makers,
but it brings opportunities too because it means we'll never end up in a situation in Tasmania like we had with
German riesling in the 1980s where it becomes popular to the point everyone comes and plants vineyards and
makes cheap products – that can't be done in Tassie because it's boutique, it's exclusive and it's premium."The
relatively small nature of the Tasmanian sparkling industry means makers are forced to work together. Carr says all
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the major producers have distinct styles, creating friendly rivalries."Everyone has very high-quality wines but all offer
different styles, and it's interesting to see how they've evolved and where our style fits within that," he says. "I don't
see it as a competition – it's great that there are so many good producers because it promotes Tasmania as a
quality region."One of the state's newest festivals celebrates this close relationship between producers. Now in its
third year, Effervescence is the brain child of the team behind Relbia's Josef Chromy Wines.This year's three-day
event includes master classes showcasing Arras, Jansz, Apogee, Stefano Lubiana, Kreglinger and Spring Vale.The
program also includes premium events featuring renowned chefs Tetsuya Wakuda and Jacques Reymond, plus an
eight-course dinner with matched wines, international fashion and an exclusive Porsche display. It's an incredible
feat considering just three years ago the festival was created on a shoestring budget of only $350 from each of the
15 founding wineries.Josef Chromy winemaker and general manager Jeremy Dineen says the dedicated sparkling
event is the result of years of talk and planning. "We just got a little tired of people talking about it and not doing
anything so we thought ‘bugger it – we'll do it ourselves'," he says."For us, this celebration is not about Josef
Chromy – it's about Tasmanian sparkling. It's about identifying the top producers, the people who have runs on the
board and a range of products to bring to the table. Once we came up with the plan, it was amazing how quickly all
the other producers came on board. That's been one of the really humbling things about this whole experience. We
might have instigated it, but the help, the generosity and the knowledge that's come from the other producers has
been incredible."That's enabled it to grow from what was a pretty small garden party and a fun dinner three years
ago to what it's going to be this year."So where to next for an industry on the rise? Davies says that, with the quality
of the product well and truly established, it's got to be all about spreading the word now with targeted marketing and
promotion. "We've had our heads down just focusing on our own backyard and getting the best quality we can while
not really telling anyone what we're doing," she says.Pirie wants to see more training and a focus on leadership in
the industry. "One of the reasons for champagne's success is that it is very well marketed and the premium events
during Effervescence flag that we're serious about this," he says."In terms of the economic future of Tasmania,
sparkling could be an incredible resource. One reason to be excited is that Champagne is the most profitable and
successful region in France so if we can emulate that, which will take time, then it speaks well for the future of
Tasmanian wine."
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